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This book constitutes the revised selected papers of the 12th International Conference on Service-Oriented Computing, ICSOC 2014, held in Paris, France, in November
2014. The conference hosted the following seven workshops: 10th International Workshop in Engineering Service-Oriented Applications, WESOA 2014; First Workshop on
Resource Management in Service-Oriented Computing, RMSOC 2014; First International Workshop on Knowledge Aware Service Oriented Applications, Performance
Assessment and Auditing in Service Computing, KASA 2014; Workshop on Intelligent Service Clouds, ISC 2014; Third International Workshop on Self-Managing Pervasive
Service Systems, SeMaPS 2014; First International Workshop on Formal Modeling and Verification of Service-Based Systems, FOR-MOVES 2014; 4th International
Workshop on Cloud Computing and Scientific Applications, CCSA 2014. The papers included in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous
submissions. They address various topics in the service-oriented computing domain and its emerging applications.
If you create, manage, operate, or configure systems running in the cloud, you're a cloud engineer--even if you work as a system administrator, software developer, data
scientist, or site reliability engineer. With this book, professionals from around the world provide valuable insight into today's cloud engineering role. These concise
articles explore the entire cloud computing experience, including fundamentals, architecture, and migration. You'll delve into security and compliance, operations and
reliability, and software development. And examine networking, organizational culture, and more. You're sure to find 1, 2, or 97 things that inspire you to dig deeper and
expand your own career. "Three Keys to Making the Right Multicloud Decisions," Brendan O'Leary "Serverless Bad Practices," Manases Jesus Galindo Bello "Failing a
Cloud Migration," Lee Atchison "Treat Your Cloud Environment as If It Were On Premises," Iyana Garry "What Is Toil, and Why Are SREs Obsessed with It?", Zachary
Nickens "Lean QA: The QA Evolving in the DevOps World," Theresa Neate "How Economies of Scale Work in the Cloud," Jon Moore "The Cloud Is Not About the Cloud,"
Ken Corless "Data Gravity: The Importance of Data Management in the Cloud," Geoff Hughes "Even in the Cloud, the Network Is the Foundation," David Murray "Cloud
Engineering Is About Culture, Not Containers," Holly Cummins
Identify, capture and resolve common issues faced by Red Hat Enterprise Linux administrators using best practices and advanced troubleshooting techniques About This
Book Develop a strong understanding of the base tools available within Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) and how to utilize these tools to troubleshoot and resolve realworld issues Gain hidden tips and techniques to help you quickly detect the reason for poor network/storage performance Troubleshoot your RHEL to isolate problems
using this example-oriented guide full of real-world solutions Who This Book Is For If you have a basic knowledge of Linux from administration or consultant experience
and wish to add to your Red Hat Enterprise Linux troubleshooting skills, then this book is ideal for you. The ability to navigate and use basic Linux commands is expected.
What You Will Learn Identify issues that need rapid resolution against long term root cause analysis Discover commands for testing network connectivity such as telnet,
netstat, ping, ip and curl Spot performance issues with commands such as top, ps, free, iostat, and vmstat Use tcpdump for traffic analysis Repair a degraded file system
and rebuild a software raid Identify and troubleshoot hardware issues using dmesg Troubleshoot custom applications with strace and knowledge of Linux resource
limitations In Detail Red Hat Enterprise Linux is an operating system that allows you to modernize your infrastructure, boost efficiency through virtualization, and finally
prepare your data center for an open, hybrid cloud IT architecture. It provides the stability to take on today's challenges and the flexibility to adapt to tomorrow's
demands. In this book, you begin with simple troubleshooting best practices and get an overview of the Linux commands used for troubleshooting. The book will cover the
troubleshooting methods for web applications and services such as Apache and MySQL. Then, you will learn to identify system performance bottlenecks and troubleshoot
network issues; all while learning about vital troubleshooting steps such as understanding the problem statement, establishing a hypothesis, and understanding trial,
error, and documentation. Next, the book will show you how to capture and analyze network traffic, use advanced system troubleshooting tools such as strace, tcpdump &
dmesg, and discover common issues with system defaults. Finally, the book will take you through a detailed root cause analysis of an unexpected reboot where you will
learn to recover a downed system. Style and approach This is an easy-to-follow guide packed with examples of real-world core Linux concepts. All the topics are presented
in detail while you're performing the actual troubleshooting steps.
Develop the skill to manage and administer Red Hat Enterprise Linux and get ready to achieve the RHCSA certification Key Features Learn the most common
administration and security tasks and manage enterprise Linux infrastructures efficiently Assess your knowledge using self-assessment questions based on real-world
examples Understand how to apply the concepts of core systems administration in the real world Book Description Whether in infrastructure or development, as a DevOps
or site reliability engineer, Linux skills are now more relevant than ever for any IT job, forming the foundation of understanding the most basic layer of your architecture.
With Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) becoming the most popular choice for enterprises worldwide, achieving the Red Hat Certified System Administrator (RHCSA)
certification will validate your Linux skills to install, configure, and troubleshoot applications and services on RHEL systems. Complete with easy-to-follow tutorial-style
content, self-assessment questions, tips, best practices, and practical exercises with detailed solutions, this book covers essential RHEL commands, user and group
management, software management, networking fundamentals, and much more. You'll start by learning how to create an RHEL 8 virtual machine and get to grips with
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essential Linux commands. You'll then understand how to manage users and groups on an RHEL 8 system, install software packages, and configure your network
interfaces and firewall. As you advance, the book will help you explore disk partitioning, LVM configuration, Stratis volumes, disk compression with VDO, and container
management with Podman, Buildah, and Skopeo. By the end of this book, you'll have covered everything included in the RHCSA EX200 certification and be able to use this
book as a handy, on-the-job desktop reference guide. This book and its contents are solely the work of Miguel Perez Colino, Pablo Iranzo Gomez, and Scott McCarty. The
content does not reflect the views of their employer (Red Hat Inc.). This work has no connection to Red Hat, Inc. and is not endorsed or supported by Red Hat, Inc. What
you will learn Deploy RHEL 8 in different footprints, from bare metal and virtualized to the cloud Manage users and software on local and remote systems at scale
Discover how to secure a system with SELinux, OpenSCAP, and firewalld Gain an overview of storage components with LVM, Stratis, and VDO Master remote
administration with passwordless SSH and tunnels Monitor your systems for resource usage and take actions to fix issues Understand the boot process, performance
optimizations, and containers Who this book is for This book is for IT professionals or students who want to start a career in Linux administration and anyone who wants to
take the RHCSA 8 certification exam. Basic knowledge of Linux and familiarity with the Linux command-line is necessary.
97 Things Every Cloud Engineer Should Know
The Year's Work in Modern Language Studies
Red Hat Linux 9 Unleashed
Documents. 1864
DevOps with OpenShift
Red Hat Linux 7 Bible
Training Kit for Linux Fundamentals, OpenOffice (Writer, Calc, Impress), Draw, GIMP & Internet. No previous computer knowledge required. Unique 3-Stage Selflearning System with CD.The book is your first stage in learning. All the concepts are explained to you in clear, simple language along with hundreds of illustrations
and graphics. Unlike in the other books, your learning doesn t stop here. Here you can actually practice what you havelearnt. To do this, move to the next mode.
Explains how to install and configure Linux, how to run productivity tools, how to burn CDs and synchronize a PalmPilot, how to set up software, how to configure a
network, and how to use the system administration tools.
Arguably one of the most highly regarded and widely used enterprise level operating systems available today is the Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8 distribution. Not only
is it considered to be among the most stable and reliable operating systems, it is also backed by the considerable resources and technical skills of Red Hat, Inc. Red
Hat Enterprise Linux 8 Essentials is designed to provide detailed information on the installation, use and administration of the Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8
distribution. For beginners, the book covers topics such as operating system installation, the basics of the GNOME desktop environment, configuring email and web
servers and installing packages and system updates using App Streams. Additional installation topics such as dual booting with Microsoft Windows are also covered,
together with all important security topics such as configuring a firewall and user and group administration. For the experienced user, topics such as remote desktop
access, the Cockpit web interface, logical volume management (LVM), disk partitioning, swap management, KVM virtualization, Secure Shell (SSH), Linux Containers
and file sharing using both Samba and NFS are covered in detail to provide a thorough overview of this enterprise class operating system.
As a market-leading, free, open-source Linux operating system (OS), Fedora 10 is implemented in Red Hat Enterprise Linux and serves as an excellent OS for those
who want more frequent updates. Bestselling author Christopher Negus offers an ideal companion resource for both new and advanced Linux users. He presents
clear, thorough instructions so you can learn how to make Linux installation simple and painless, take advantage of the desktop interface, and use the Linux shell,
file system, and text editor. He also describes key system administration skills, including setting up users, automating system tasks, backing up and restoring files,
and understanding the latest security issues and threats. Included is both a DVD distribution of Fedora Linux 10 and a bootable Fedora LiveCD. Note: CD-ROM/DVD
and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
Red Hat Certified System Administrator and Engireer (RHCSA / RHCE) RHEL 6
Using the IBM Block Storage CSI Driver in a Red Hat OpenShift Environment
Cloud Deployments Made Easy
Privacy and Security Policies in Big Data
Red Hat Linux Networking and System Administration
Talking Directly to the Kernel and C Library
Provides just what administrators need to configure, manage, maintain, and upgrade a Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) system Red Hat is the most popular Linux distribution, with 70 percent of
the U.S. market; RHEL subscriptions climbed to 87,000 during the quarter ending February 2004-up 85 percent Covers all four RHEL versions-Desktop, Workstation, Enterprise Server, and
Application Server Delivers the lowdown on the X Window System, printer configuration, Samba, Internet server set up, administration of users and groups, backups and file restoration, and
security
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UNIX, UNIX LINUX & UNIX TCL/TK. Write software that makes the most effective use of the Linux system, including the kernel and core system libraries. The majority of both Unix and Linux
code is still written at the system level, and this book helps you focus on everything above the kernel, where applications such as Apache, bash, cp, vim, Emacs, gcc, gdb, glibc, ls, mv, and X exist.
Written primarily for engineers looking to program at the low level, this updated edition of Linux System Programming gives you an understanding of core internals that makes for better code, no
matter where it appears in the stack. -- Provided by publisher.
Featuring the latest changes in Fedora Core, this book offers valuable new secrets for Fedora users, including yum, mail filtering with SpamAssassin, mandatory access control with Security
Enhanced Linux (SELinux), and improved device handling with udev Demonstrates how to use Linux for real-world tasks, from learning UNIX commands to setting up a secure Java-capable Web
server for a business Because Fedora Core updates occur frequently, the book contains a helpful appendix with instructions on how to download and install the latest release of Fedora Core The
DVD contains the Fedora distribution as well as all binary code packages and source code
RedHat OpenShift container platform is one of the leading enterprise-grade container orchestration platforms. It is designed for rapid deployment of web applications, databases, and microservices.
Categorized as a container orchestration Platform as a Service (PaaS), it is based on open industry standards, such as the Container Runtime Interface - Open (CRI-O) and Kubernetes. OpenShift
allow developers to focus on the code, while the platform manages the complex IT operations and processes. Although open-source, community-driven container orchestration platforms are
available, such as OKD and Kubernetes, this IBM® Redpaper® publication focuses on Red Hat OpenShift. It describes the basic concepts of OpenShift persistent storage architecture and its
integration into IBM Cloud® Paks. The deployment of the IBM block storage CSI driver also is discussed. This publication also describes the concepts, technology and current working practices for
installing the Container Storage Interface (CSI) plug-in for Kubernetes to use IBM Enterprise Storage platforms for persistent storage coupled with Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform (OCP).
This publication also provides an overview of containers, Kubernetes, and Openshift for context (it is expected that the reader has a working knowledge of these underlying technologies). It also
includes architectural examples of the orchestration platform will be given. This paper serves as a guide about how to deploy the CSI driver for block storage by using the DS8000® and Spectrum
Virtualize platforms as persistent storage in a Red Hat OpenShift platform. The publication is intended for storage administrators, IT architects, OpenShift technical specialists and anyone who
wants to integrate IBM Enterprise storage on OpenShift V4.3/4.4/4.5 on IBM Power, IBM Z®, and x86 systems.
Linux Study Guide (exam RH302)
Mastering CloudForms Automation
A Guide for Impatient Beginners
Fedora 11 and Red Hat Enterprise Linux Bible
Service-Oriented Computing - ICSOC 2014 Workshops
Apache HTTP Server 2.2 Official Documentation - Volume II. Security and Server Programs
The Apache HTTP Server 2.2 Official Documentation books covers all aspects of using and managing for the world's most popular web server.
Join an estimated 85% of the U.S. Linux market in using Red Hat's Linux distributions by learning it from a Fedora authority.Sams Teach Yourself Red Hat
Fedora 4 All in Oneis a starter kit that will help you install, configure, and use Red Hat's Fedora 4 distribution and desktop applications. The easy-tounderstand, step-by-step instructions will also show you how to: Use the OpenOffice.org productivity suite and other leading applications. Troubleshoot
hardware issues and install new components. Set up a small Linux-based network to share files and resources. Also included is a DVD, which will provide
you with the complete Fedora Core Linux distribution, OpenOffice.org desktop suite, and the leading applications for e-mail, Web browsing, and graphics.
Find out how you can safely and reliably use Linux and Linux-based applications to accomplish your day-to-day work in the office and at home withSams
Teach Yourself Red Hat Fedora 4 All in One.
The only classroom-based training and self-assessment system! Osborne's RHCE Red Hat Certified Engineer Linux Study Guide, Third Edition provides 100%
complete coverage of all objectives for exam RH302. Based on 300,000+ hours of IT training experience, the book contains hundreds of practice exam
questions and hands-on exercises. The CD-ROM features full practice exam software, an electronic book, and an additional three-part multiple choice,
debugging, and installation test.
This newest version of Red Hat covers new features for RH 7 including enhancements to installation, an added chapter on troubleshooting the network, a
how to section on doing e-commerce with Red Hat, and an expansion of the former NIS chapter on various types of information servers. This book
coordinates with a web site that is updated each month.
Linux Essentials
Maximum RPM
Kubernetes Operators
Master Linux administration skills and prepare for the RHCSA certification exam
Sams Teach Yourself Red Hat Linux Fedora in 24 Hours

Based on Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 (RHEL 6), this guide covers all official exam objectives and includes more than 100 exercises, more than 550 exam review
questions, more than 70 practice labs, and two sample exams.
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Written by a team of experts, Red Hat Linux Unleashed is your complete guide to getting the most from Linux. This book and CD-ROM work together to provide you
with a complete version of Red Hat Linux 3.0.3 and all of the tools, as well as detailed coverage of every aspect of the Linux system.
The complete reference for the RPM software package that is the heart of the Red Hat Linux distribution. Designed for both the novice and advanced users,
Maximum RPM enables anyone to take full advantage of the benefits of building software packages with the Red Hat Package management tools to ensure that they
install simply and accurately each and every time.
The leading Fedora book-over a quarter of a million copies sold of previous editions! What better way to learn Fedora 11 than with the leading Fedora book from the
best-selling Linux author, Christopher Negus with Eric Foster Johnson? Whether you're new to Linux or an advanced user, this power-packed guide is loaded with
what you need. Install, run, and manage the latest version of Fedora and Red Hat Enterprise Linux-then polish your system administration skills and get up to speed
on the very latest in networking, desktop, and server enhancements. Master the Linux shell, file system, and text editor; how to set up users and automate system
tasks; and much more in over a thousand pages of step-by-step instruction. Boot the full DVD of Fedora 11, including almost all binary code packages, or do a Live
Install of the CD for rescuing, troubleshooting, or installing Fedora. Fedora is a free, open source Linux operating system sponsored by Red Hat as an open source
community project; the technological innovations from the Fedora Project are then implemented in Red Hat's commercial offering, Red Hat Enterprise Linux Covers
step-by-step instructions for making Linux installation simple and painless; how to take advantage of the desktop interface (including coverage of AIGLX); and how
to use the Linux shell, file system, and text editor Also covers setting up users; automating system tasks; backing up and restoring files; dealing with the latest
security issues and threats; using and customizing the desktop menus, icons, window manager, and xterm; and how to create and publish formatted documents
with Linux applications The DVD and CD that come with the book include Fedora Linux 11 and an official Fedora 11 LiveCD (bootable and installable) This is the
book you need to succeed with Fedora 11 and Red Hat Enterprise Linux. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook
file.
OpenShift for Developers
Fedora 10 and Red Hat Enterprise Linux Bible
Mastering Red Hat Linux 9
Learn to Install, Administer and Deploy RHEL 8 Systems
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8 Administration
EX200
> Covers Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8 > Covers ALL official exam objectives for the RHCSA exam based on Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8 >
Equally good for self-study and in-class training > 81 Step-by-Step exercises > 70 Do-It-Yourself Challenge Labs > 375 Check Your
Understanding Questions & Answers > Concepts explained with diagrams > Commands and options summarized in tables > Exam tips
included > 4 Unique Sample RHCSA Exams This book has 21 chapters that are organized logically. It covers the topics on local RHEL
8 installation; initial interaction with the system and basic commands; compression and archiving; file editing and manipulation;
standard and special permissions; file searching and access controls; user monitoring and authentication files; users, groups, and
password aging; bash shell features and startup files; processes and task scheduling; basic and advanced software administration
techniques; system boot process and bootloader; kernel management and system initialization; logging and system tuning; basic and
advanced storage management tools and solutions; local and remote file systems and swap regions; network device and connection
configuration; time synchronization and hostname resolution; the secure shell service; and firewall and SELinux controls. Each
chapter highlights the major topics and relevant exam objectives at the beginning, and ends with review questions & answers and DoIt-Yourself challenge labs. Throughout the book, figures, tables, screen shots, examples, and exam tips have been furnished to
support explanation and exam preparation. This book includes four sample exams for RHCSA, which are expected to be done using the
knowledge and skills attained from reading the material and practicing the exercises and challenge labs. The labs and the sample
exams include references to relevant topics and/or exercises.
Covers the essentials that first-time Linux users need to know about installing and using Linux on their desktop. Topics include
preparing your PC for Linux, installing, connecting to a network or the Internet, working with the GNOME interface, playing media
files, and working with the file system. Covers specialized uses of Linux including using Linux as a server as well as an embedded
or turnkey system, a supercomputer, a real-time controller. Covers the latest tools for browsing the Internet, being productive,
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and keeping your connection secure. Series features: Includes the simple and fun reference style that has made the For Dummies
series a favorite for over 200,000 first-time Linux users. ABOUT THE CD-ROM Two CDs included with this book contain the latest
distribution of Red Hat Linux.
Over 60 recipes to help you build, configure, and orchestrate RHEL 7 Server to make your everyday administration experience
seamless About This Book Create fully unattended installations and deploy configurations without breaking a sweat Discover and
kick-start the newest RHEL 7 configuration and management tools through an easy-to-follow, practical approach for a lazy system
management Be guided by an experienced RHEL expert who is a certified Linux engineer with a passion for open source and open
standards Who This Book Is For Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server Cookbook is for RHEL 7 system administrators and DevOps in need of
a practical reference guide to troubleshoot common issues and quickly perform tasks. What You Will Learn Set up and configure RHEL
7 Server Use NetworkManager to configure all aspects of your network Manage virtual environments using libvirt Set up software
repositories Secure and monitor your RHEL environment Configure SELinux, and create and apply its policies Create kickstart
scripts to automatically deploy RHEL 7 systems Use Orchestration and configuration management tools to manage your environment In
Detail Dominating the server market, the Red Hat Enterprise Linux operating system gives you the support you need to modernize
your infrastructure and boost your organization's efficiency. Combining both stability and flexibility, RHEL helps you meet the
challenges of today and adapt to the demands of tomorrow. This practical Cookbook guide will help you get to grips with RHEL 7
Server and automating its installation. Designed to provide targeted assistance through hands-on recipe guidance, it will
introduce you to everything you need to know about KVM guests and deploying multiple standardized RHEL systems effortlessly. Get
practical reference advice that will make complex networks setups look like child's play, and dive into in-depth coverage of
configuring a RHEL system. Also including full recipe coverage of how to set up, configuring, and troubleshoot SELinux, you'll
also discover how secure your operating system, as well as how to monitor it. Style and approach This practical guide is packed
full of hands-on recipes that provide quick solutions to the problems faced when building your RHEL 7 system from scratch using
orchestration tools. Each topic is explained sequentially in the process of setting up a system and binding everything together.
Describes the Linux operating system, covering such topics as installation, connecting to the Internet, software, applications,
user accounts, networking, system administration, security, and Perl.
RHCSA Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8:
Red Hat Fedora Linux Secrets
Red Hat Linux 5.2
Red Hat Enterprise Linux Troubleshooting Guide
Red Hat RHCSA 8 Cert Guide
Automating the Container Orchestration Platform
Your Complete Guide to the World's Leading Linux Distribution Whether you depend on Linux as a server or desktop OS, Mastering Red Hat Linux 9 gives you the practical information you need to install, configure, and
administer the latest version of Red Hat's operating system to suit your specific computing needs. Clear, step-by-step instruction teaches you basic, intermediate, and advanced techniques, and the Publisher's Edition of Red Hat
Linux 9—included on two CDs—lets you get started right away. Coverage includes: Installing Linux from multiple sources Automating Linux installation over a network Navigating the command line interface Administering
users and groups Managing RPM packages Troubleshooting the boot process Recompiling a kernel Configuring the X Window Working with GNOME and KDE Using Red Hat GUI administrative tools Understanding basic
TCP/IP networking Securing Linux firewalls Setting up secure remote access Installing and testing DNS, DHCP, CUPS, and sendmail Configuring and troubleshooting FTP, NFS, Samba, and Apache Online Bonus Chapters:
Linux Certification requirments (not yet available) Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
Learn how to work with the Automate feature of CloudForms, the powerful Red Hat cloud management platform that lets you administer your virtual infrastructure, including hybrid public and private clouds. This practical
hands-on introduction shows you how to increase your operational efficiency by automating day-to-day tasks that now require manual input. Throughout the book, author Peter McGowan provides a combination of theoretical
information and practical coding examples to help you learn the Automate object model. With this CloudForms feature, you can create auto-scalable cloud applications, eliminate manual decisions and operations when
provisioning virtual machines and cloud instances, and manage your complete virtual machine lifecycle. In six parts, this book helps you: Learn the objects and concepts for developing automation scripts with CloudForms
Automate Customize the steps and workflows involved in provisioning virtual machines Create and use service catalogs, items, dialogs, objects, bundles, and hierarchies Use CloudForm’s updated workflow to retire and delete
virtual machines and services Orchestrate and coordinate with external services as part of a workflow Explore distributed automation processing as well as argument passing and handling
Operators are a way of packaging, deploying, and managing Kubernetes applications. A Kubernetes application doesn’t just run on Kubernetes; it’s composed and managed in Kubernetes terms. Operators add applicationspecific operational knowledge to a Kubernetes cluster, making it easier to automate complex, stateful applications and to augment the platform. Operators can coordinate application upgrades seamlessly, react to failures
automatically, and streamline repetitive maintenance like backups. Think of Operators as site reliability engineers in software. They work by extending the Kubernetes control plane and API, helping systems integrators, cluster
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administrators, and application developers reliably deploy and manage key services and components. Using real-world examples, authors Jason Dobies and Joshua Wood demonstrate how to use Operators today and how to
create Operators for your applications with the Operator Framework and SDK. Learn how to establish a Kubernetes cluster and deploy an Operator Examine a range of Operators from usage to implementation Explore the
three pillars of the Operator Framework: the Operator SDK, the Operator Lifecycle Manager, and Operator Metering Build Operators from the ground up using the Operator SDK Build, package, and run an Operator in
development, testing, and production phases Learn how to distribute your Operator for installation on Kubernetes clusters
For many organizations, a big part of DevOps’ appeal is software automation using infrastructure-as-code techniques. This book presents developers, architects, and infra-ops engineers with a more practical option. You’ll
learn how a container-centric approach from OpenShift, Red Hat’s cloud-based PaaS, can help your team deliver quality software through a self-service view of IT infrastructure. Three OpenShift experts at Red Hat explain
how to configure Docker application containers and the Kubernetes cluster manager with OpenShift’s developer- and operational-centric tools. Discover how this infrastructure-agnostic container management platform can
help companies navigate the murky area where infrastructure-as-code ends and application automation begins. Get an application-centric view of automation—and understand why it’s important Learn patterns and practical
examples for managing continuous deployments such as rolling, A/B, blue-green, and canary Implement continuous integration pipelines with OpenShift’s Jenkins capability Explore mechanisms for separating and managing
configuration from static runtime software Learn how to use and customize OpenShift’s source-to-image capability Delve into management and operational considerations when working with OpenShift-based application
workloads Install a self-contained local version of the OpenShift environment on your computer
Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server Cookbook
Linux System Programming
WESOA; SeMaPS, RMSOC, KASA, ISC, FOR-MOVES, CCSA and Satellite Events, Paris, France, November 3-6, 2014, Revised Selected Papers
An Essential Guide for Cloud Administrators
Learning Red Hat Enterprise Linux and Fedora
Linux For Dummies

This is the eBook version of the print title. Learn, prepare, and practice for Red Hat RHCSA 8 (EX200) exam success with this Cert Guide from Pearson IT Certification, a leader in IT
Certification learning. Master Red Hat RHCSA 8 EX200 exam topics Assess your knowledge with chapter-ending quizzes Review key concepts with exam-preparation tasks Practice with four
unique practice tests Learn from two full hours of video training from the author’s Red Hat Certified System Administrator (RHCSA) Complete Video Course, 3rd Edition. Red Hat RHCSA 8
Cert Guide is a best-of-breed exam study guide. Leading Linux consultant, author, and instructor Sander van Vugt shares preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of
weakness and improve both your conceptual knowledge and hands-on skills. Material is presented in a concise manner, focusing on increasing your understanding and retention of exam
topics. The book presents you with an organized test-preparation routine through the use of proven series elements and techniques. Exam topic lists make referencing easy. Chapter-ending
Exam Preparation Tasks help you drill on key concepts you must know thoroughly. Review questions help you assess your knowledge, and a final preparation chapter guides you through
tools and resources to help you craft your final study plan. Well regarded for its level of detail, assessment features, and challenging review questions and exercises, this study guide helps you
master the concepts and techniques that will enable you to succeed on the exam the first time, including Basic system management: Installation, tools, file management, text files, RHEL8
connections, user/group management, permissions, and network configuration Operating running systems: Managing software, processes, storage, and advanced storage; working with
systemd; scheduling tasks; and configuring logging Advanced system administration: Managing the kernel and boot procedures, essential troubleshooting, bash shell scripting Managing
network services: Configuring SSH, firewalls, and time services; managing Apache HTTP services and SE Linux; and accessing network storage
Linux is an operating system, based on Unix, that has become a viable desktop system for many users, especially those involved with system and network administration. This book covers all
the most important topics for the reader who wants to get Linux up and running and to become productive with the operating system as quickly as possible. The book covers topics such as
installing, setting up, and negotiating the new desktop environment, and also includes: An explanation of what is happening behind the scenes - the reader learns how the system works as
well as what to do, in simple, layman's language. Special attention to new features of the latest release, especially tools that make tasks that used to be difficult easier. Instruction on
troubleshooting practices and debugging tools. A comprehensive list of all major places to get Linux support and answers.
A step-by-step guide to Fedora and Red Hat Enterprise Linux covers such topics as the shell, networking, system administration, setting up servers, and programming tools.
Keen to build web applications for the cloud? Get a quick hands-on introduction to OpenShift, the open source Platform as a Service (PaaS) offering from Red Hat. With this practical guide,
you’ll learn the steps necessary to build, deploy, and host a complete real-world application on OpenShift without having to slog through long, detailed explanations of the technologies
involved. OpenShift enables you to use Docker application containers and the Kubernetes cluster manager to automate the way you create, ship, and run applications. Through the course of
the book, you’ll learn how to use OpenShift and the Wildfly application server to build and then immediately deploy a Java application online. Learn about OpenShift’s core technology,
including Docker-based containers and Kubernetes Use a virtual machine with OpenShift installed and configured on your local environment Create and deploy your first application on the
OpenShift platform Add language runtime dependencies and connect to a database Trigger an automatic rebuild and redeployment when you push changes to the repository Get a working
environment up in minutes with application templates Use commands to check and debug your application Create and build Docker-based images for your application
Training and Exam Preparation Guide (EX200), First Edition
The Official Red Hat Linux Installation Guide
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4 For Dummies
A Practical Guide to Fedora and Red Hat Enterprise Linux
Comdex Linux & Open Office Course Kit 2008 Edition (W/Cd)
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Beginning Red Hat Linux 9
In recent years, technological advances have led to significant developments within a variety of business applications. In particular, data-driven research provides ample opportunity for enterprise growth, if utilized
efficiently. Privacy and Security Policies in Big Data is a pivotal reference source for the latest research on innovative concepts on the management of security and privacy analytics within big data. Featuring
extensive coverage on relevant areas such as kinetic knowledge, cognitive analytics, and parallel computing, this publication is an ideal resource for professionals, researchers, academicians, advanced-level students,
and technology developers in the field of big data.
Starts with the basics of Red Hat, the leading Linux distribution in the U.S., such as network planning and Red Hat installation and configuration Offers a close look at the new Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4 and
Fedora Core 4 releases New chapters cover configuring a database server, creating a VNC server, monitoring performance, providing Web services, exploring SELinux security basics, and exploring desktops
Demonstrates how to maximize the use of Red Hat Network, upgrade and customize the kernel, install and upgrade software packages, and back up and restore the file system The four CDs contain the full Fedora
Core 4 distribution
Learn Linux, and take your career to the next level! Linux Essentials, 2nd Edition provides a solid foundation of knowledge for anyone considering a career in information technology, for anyone new to the Linux
operating system, and for anyone who is preparing to sit for the Linux Essentials Exam. Through this engaging resource, you can access key information in a learning-by-doing style. Hands-on tutorials and end-ofchapter exercises and review questions lead you in both learning and applying new information—information that will help you achieve your goals! With the experience provided in this compelling reference, you can
sit down for the Linux Essentials Exam with confidence. An open source operating system, Linux is a UNIX-based platform that is freely updated by developers. The nature of its development means that Linux is a
low-cost and secure alternative to other operating systems, and is used in many different IT environments. Passing the Linux Essentials Exam prepares you to apply your knowledge regarding this operating system
within the workforce. Access lessons that are organized by task, allowing you to quickly identify the topics you are looking for and navigate the comprehensive information presented by the book Discover the basics
of the Linux operating system, including distributions, types of open source applications, freeware, licensing, operations, navigation, and more Explore command functions, including navigating the command line,
turning commands into scripts, and more Identify and create user types, users, and groups Linux Essentials, 2nd Edition is a critical resource for anyone starting a career in IT or anyone new to the Linux operating
system.
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